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This sliding scale systemThis sliding scale systemThis sliding scale systemThis sliding scale system    seemed to work last year , but it was only seemed to work last year , but it was only seemed to work last year , but it was only seemed to work last year , but it was only 

needed once, so it is still on trial. There is a slight refinement for the needed once, so it is still on trial. There is a slight refinement for the needed once, so it is still on trial. There is a slight refinement for the needed once, so it is still on trial. There is a slight refinement for the 

upper rebates, so don’t use last years sheet.upper rebates, so don’t use last years sheet.upper rebates, so don’t use last years sheet.upper rebates, so don’t use last years sheet.    

    

Handicap differenceHandicap differenceHandicap differenceHandicap difference   PoiPoiPoiPoints rebated to stronger teamnts rebated to stronger teamnts rebated to stronger teamnts rebated to stronger team    

    

    444446464646    to 450to 450to 450to 450…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………100100100100    ( lower team needs approx.2pts/game) 

     444441 to 44541 to 44541 to 44541 to 445………………………………….………………………………….………………………………….………………………………….....95959595    

                444436363636    to 4to 4to 4to 440404040……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………................................90909090    

                421 to 435421 to 435421 to 435421 to 435…………………………………..88…………………………………..88…………………………………..88…………………………………..88    

                444416161616    to 420…………………………………to 420…………………………………to 420…………………………………to 420…………………………………........86868686    

                411 to 415411 to 415411 to 415411 to 415…………………………………………………………………………………………………..84……………..84……………..84……………..84    

                404040406666    to 410…………………………………to 410…………………………………to 410…………………………………to 410…………………………………........82828282    

                401 to 405401 to 405401 to 405401 to 405…………………………………..80…………………………………..80…………………………………..80…………………………………..80    

                393939396666    to 400…………………………………to 400…………………………………to 400…………………………………to 400…………………………………........77778888    

                391 to 395391 to 395391 to 395391 to 395……………………………..…...75……………………………..…...75……………………………..…...75……………………………..…...75    

                383838381111    to 390…………………………………to 390…………………………………to 390…………………………………to 390…………………………………........72727272    

                371 to 380…………………………………371 to 380…………………………………371 to 380…………………………………371 to 380…………………………………........68686868    

                361 to 370…………………………………361 to 370…………………………………361 to 370…………………………………361 to 370…………………………………........63636363    

                351 to 360………………351 to 360………………351 to 360………………351 to 360…………………………………………………………………………………………........59595959    

                341 to 350…………………………………341 to 350…………………………………341 to 350…………………………………341 to 350…………………………………........54545454    

                331 to 340…………………………………331 to 340…………………………………331 to 340…………………………………331 to 340…………………………………........49494949    

                321 to 330…………………………………321 to 330…………………………………321 to 330…………………………………321 to 330…………………………………........45454545    

                311 to 320…………………………………311 to 320…………………………………311 to 320…………………………………311 to 320…………………………………........40404040    ( lower team needs approx 6 pts/game) 

 

For large handicap differences, points will be given back to the upper team For large handicap differences, points will be given back to the upper team For large handicap differences, points will be given back to the upper team For large handicap differences, points will be given back to the upper team 

aaaaccording to the above scale. Differencesccording to the above scale. Differencesccording to the above scale. Differencesccording to the above scale. Differences    below 311 will be used without below 311 will be used without below 311 will be used without below 311 will be used without 

adjustment.adjustment.adjustment.adjustment.    

    

The stronger team will start on zero and theThe stronger team will start on zero and theThe stronger team will start on zero and theThe stronger team will start on zero and the    adjustedadjustedadjustedadjusted    handicap differencehandicap differencehandicap differencehandicap difference    will will will will 

be added to the score of the weaker team.be added to the score of the weaker team.be added to the score of the weaker team.be added to the score of the weaker team.    

    

Good luck to everyone, and please give me feedbacGood luck to everyone, and please give me feedbacGood luck to everyone, and please give me feedbacGood luck to everyone, and please give me feedback on any aspect of the k on any aspect of the k on any aspect of the k on any aspect of the 

handicapping system, I am open to suggestions, and will take seriously any handicapping system, I am open to suggestions, and will take seriously any handicapping system, I am open to suggestions, and will take seriously any handicapping system, I am open to suggestions, and will take seriously any 

points that are made to me. ( Don’t ask me to change points that are made to me. ( Don’t ask me to change points that are made to me. ( Don’t ask me to change points that are made to me. ( Don’t ask me to change youryouryouryour    handicap before handicap before handicap before handicap before 

the competition is over, unless the competition is over, unless the competition is over, unless the competition is over, unless obviously unfair).   Barry.obviously unfair).   Barry.obviously unfair).   Barry.obviously unfair).   Barry.    


